Munchausen stories can be read as an Aesopian commentary on Soviet reality. In a sense, he translates the legend of Munchausen into Aesopian language, and the task of the audience is to translate that Aesopian language into the practical language of criticism.
Let us begin with a synopsis of Gorin's plot. Baron Karl Munchausen has been separated from his wife Jakobina and their son Theophilus for a number of years. Now he wants to marry his beautiful mistress Marta, but this requires the permission of the authorities --the pastor and the Duke. The Baroness, who does not want a divorce, has her lover Ramkopf steal a page from the Baron's day book to prove to the authorities that Munchausen is insane.
Among other things, the Baron has scheduled a war with England at 4:00 on that day. He is arrested for overstepping his authority, but released immediately when it transpires that the war will not take place, since England has freed the colonies, the condition set by the Baron for not declaring war. At the divorce proceedings all goes well until the Baron declares his new discovery --an extra day in the year --and signs the papers with the date May 32. This is construed as contempt of court, the divorce is off, Marta is upset, and pressure is put on the Baron to renounce all of his inventions and tall tales.
The Baron consents out of love for Marta, but he apparently goes insane and shoots himself.
Part two picks up the story some years later. The once skeptical Jakobina, Ramkopf, and Theophilus now preside over a growing cult of Munchausen. They lead tours of his castle, describe his exploits, set up monuments, and publish his works. After his death Munchausen has become a national hero. But the Baron is not, in fact, dead: he is living quietly with Marta incognito as the gardener Müller. Bored of living as an ordinary man, he wants to come back to life, whereupon he is arrested as an impostor. All of the Baron's acquaintances testify that he is not himself. Since he will not renounce his identity, a public test is arranged to reenact one of the Baron's exploits, the flight to the moon from a cannon. The plan is to humiliate the Baron by shooting him a few feet: the cannon has been loaded with wet powder. But the Baron learns of this, and replaces the wet powder with dry. At the last minute the Duke determines to avert a catastrophe by declaring the Baron himself, and a decree is made to the effect that the flight to the moon has been completed successfully. The Baron, whose motto throughout has been that he always tells only the truth, refuses to accept this false decree. After a few words of wisdom, he begins to climb the rope ladder into the cannon. The film ends as Munchausen continues climbing the now endless ladder into the sky.
Before we attempt to analyze Gorin's Munchausen as an Aesopian text, let us specify just what we mean by Aesopian. In his On the Beneficence of Censorship: Aesopian Language in Modern Russian Literature, Lev Loseff comments on the similarity between the Aesopian utterance and the folk riddle 1 . Jurij Levin defines the riddle as "a text whose referent is an object not overtly named in the text itself." 2 "The pragmatic function of the text is to make the addressee name the object-referent." 3 Similarly, the function of an Aesopian text is to make the reader name, at least to himself, the Soviet realia to which the text does not overtly refer. While they do not name the riddle object directly, riddles can be guessed because they contain an "incomplete and/or distorted (transformed, metaphorical) description of the riddle object." 4 The same holds for Aesopian texts: while they do not refer to Soviet reality overtly, they could not function as Aesopian if they did not contain some transformed description of something that can be deciphered as a reference to Soviet realia.
Both the riddle and the Aesopian text point to their referents at the same time they point away from them. Devices which function to conceal the referent Loseff calls screens; those which function to draw attention to the referent he calls markers. 5 Screens and markers are really functions which many devices and elements of the text can perform.
In an article on Bulgakov's Master and Margarita, I used the term "masking device" to describe what Loseff means by screens. 6 Bulgakov takes full advantage of the grammatical, syntactic, and lexical devices at his disposal to mask reference to the secret police.
He uses, for example, the passive voice and the indefinite-personal form without mentioning the agent or logical subject involved. Levin refers to an incomplete, distorted, or metaphorical description of the riddle object; Bulgakov occasionally employs metonymy to avoid direct reference to the agents of the secret police. "Cars" come to pick people up and never return. 7 "The whole floor of a certain Moscow institution" was losing sleep over the case. (576) The clever reader knows how to decipher these references, filling in the gaps with the agents of the appropriate institution.
Metonymic distortion of the referent functions simultaneously as a screen --since it does not name the referent itself --and as a marker --since it names something contiguous to the referent. They are meant to be taken lightly, as amusement or entertainment.
In the original text, the tales are apparently told in an inn or a pub to amuse the narrator's fellow drinkers: "Since we have time, gentlemen, to crack another bottle of wine, I will tell you of a very strange adventure…" 11 Traditionally the Munchausen tales have become a part of children's literature the world over. The covert references are of course to a very real Soviet Russia, and the covert audience is adult.
Another typical screening device Gorin employs is translation.
As the title reassures us, Gorin's Munchausen is "the very same (So, gentlemen, I have invited you in order to inform you of a most unpleasant bit of news), and himself comments that it would be an excellent phrase to begin a play (F, P: 181). In fact it is the Mayor's opening line in Gogol's Inspector General. 13 The quotation is doubly humorous, since the hero of Tarkovsky, whose films were never widely distributed or highly praised in the official press, was nearly forgotten after he failed to return from the West. But no sooner did he die than an obituary was published 21 and the authorities promised a retrospective of his films and even showings of the two films he made abroad. 22 But none of the works of living emigrés were shown or published in their homeland until the late 1980s.
When he attempts to come back to life, the Baron is arrested and tried as a pretender. Though the defendant seems to have acquired the Baron's gait, voice, and even his fingerprints, Ramkopf presents the following "facts" as proof that the Baron's claims are false: "the notice of the Baron's death, an extract from a church book, the receipt for the coffin." (P: 185) As I have argued elsewhere, it is characteristic of Soviet culture to take the document (the sign) as the primary test of truth. 23 While reality is taken as primary in the West, it is the word that is hierarchically more significant in the East. This is why Bulgakov can write 24 --"No document, no person!" The reverse also holds true --a document is even better than the reality it describes (the sign is more important than its referent or, as Lotman and Uspensky would have it, the expression is more important than the content 25 ). Ironically, it is precisely this importance of the document in Soviet culture that leads to the role of censorship, which requires the author to translate his story about truth and fiction into Aesopian language. Munchausen says he cannot do it "in secret;" his author, however, is forced to do exactly that: but Aesopian language allows him to reveal his message to the initiates.
